2016 Tournament Recap
July 31, 2016

WBT Members,
Congratulations to the The DD’s, Dane Dornbush and Dan Lindahl, originators of the Prior Lake
signature weigh bag and 1st place winners this weekend on Prior Lake! Their 16.35 lbs was
enough to ziplock the deal and bolster the fact that Prior Lake is on the rebound! Also
congratulations goes to Aaron Schmoldt of Flippin’ Ain’t Easy who caught the big bass of the
tourney – a 5.85lb toad, which was not only the 2nd largest bass this season but also Aaron’s
personal biggest bass ever!
The Trailer Park Buoys have have 3 more tournament days left to maintain their hold on 1 st place
for team points, see the attached results and summary for the rankings.
Tournament of Champions – Woman Lake Sept 10th – 11th
We will be revisiting Woman Lake, location for the 2014 TOC! A separate email will be sent
requesting your portion of the resort and Saturday BBQ costs and the total amount will be divided
by 13 teams (Trailer Park Buoys staying elsewhere). So obviously, it will be slightly higher than the
$130 we estimated with 14 teams – I will have the actual dollars in a separate email. Thank you for
assisting with getting us funds at Minnetonka!
Thank You to Our Sponsors!
Thank you to Clam Outdoors and Polar Trailers for providing the big bass award. Pabst Blue
Ribbon for the refreshments and fun headbands, and to Lewis & Wright Bass Technologies for
providing a pack of 7.5” hand poured trick worms! Please go out to their sites, like them on
Facebook and tag their products in your fishing posts.
Results: Attached are the results, WBT History and a picture of the results board.
Facebook & Pictures: Pictures and results are also posted on the Walser Bass Tour Facebook page
by Jesse Larson. Send him and I any pictures from the weekend and he can get them loaded to the
album out there as well. I will be looking to send pictures to PBR and Lewis & Wright Bass
Technologies.
Next Up – Lake Minnetonka on August 14th
We are wrapping up our regular season on Lake Minnetonka in less than 2 weeks! This will be the
6th time the WBT has fished here and the first time we have fished it in August which will most
likely make for a different approach then which generally occurs in the June timeframe. Blastoff
and weigh-in will occur with 3 Rivers Park and the adjacent island and those details and launch
order will be emailed out sometime later next week.
Jim Krocak
WBT Tournament Director

